December 7, 1941, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

On an early Sunday morning, over 2,300 lives were lost when a surprise attack on the Pacific Fleet crippled the United States Military, eventually leading the US into World War II with Japan and Germany. With this guide, we can help you learn more about this important date in US history. You can explore the questions of what happened on this day, why it happened, and its consequences on Hawaii, the US, and the World.

Books

General NonFiction

- Hawaiian Nonfiction: H 940.5426 CR


- Hawaiian Nonfiction: H 940.54 M

Fiction

YA Fiction: (Alphabetically by author's last name)

Oral History

- Hawaiian Nonfiction: H 940.54 AL

Reference

- Hawaiian Reference: H 940.5426 BE
Community Resources

National Park Service, U.S.S. Arizona Memorial
1 Arizona Memorial Place
Honolulu, Hawaii 96818-3145
(808) 422-0561
http://www.nps.gov/usar/ppt.html/planyourvisit.html

Encyclopedias

Paper Volumes

Reference: R 031 Ne

Online Volumes
*See Online Database Search

Alternate Methods of Using the Library

Browse the Shelves
Hawaiian Non-Fiction Books H 940.54 - H 940.5426 JO
Hawaiian Reference Books RH 940.53H - RH 940.5426 WE

Online Databases
Access the free research databases available through the library's website:
http://www.libraryshawaii.org/
(located under Catalog and "other databases" on the far left of webpage)

Search Terms to use: "Pearl Harbor" or "World War II" and "Hawaii"
using either of the following restrictions: SU Subject Terms or DE Default Fields

Suggested Databases:
Funk & Wagnalls New World Encyclopedia, World Book Online (online encyclopedia), TOPIC
Search (provides speeches, proclamations, and etc), Eric, or Military Government Collection (provides articles from military periodicals)